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Abstract

The design of the house began with a response to topography. The placing of the house at the bend of a hillside prompted a rotation of axis in the plan. As a result, the thesis becomes about the architectural implications of this rotation.

Through formal studies in plan, what was originally conceived as a rotation of axis developed into a rotation of volumes. The interaction and transition between the two volumes becomes critical in mediating the rotation. The rotation can be signified by a change of material, or a change of volume, making it a point of emphasis and a part of the architecture.

Materiality is important to the transition between volumes, as well as to the composition and expression of the elevations. The composition of a material in elevation can serve as an indicator of the quality and function of the interior spaces and its relation to the exterior spaces.

New solutions to particular problems, such as the bridge element between the two parts of the house, are found through exploring and ultimately deciding upon the best architectural resolution. The means for exploring in architecture are drawing and building.
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Introduction to site
Site plan // Figure 6
The house is composed of two buildings that have been separated by a rotation around a shared pivot point. To increase the inhabitable space created by the rotation, the two buildings are slightly shifted farther apart. Each building has a similar order of spaces that is a reflection of the other. Stone walls enclose the servant spaces that are restricted to the interior courtyard side of each building. The served spaces are wood framed and allow for more penetrations. The change in material signifies the transition between buildings while the bridge allows a view of the rotation.
Evolution of plan
Plan and Elevation studies  ///  Figure 15
Upper level floor plan

Figure 16
Elevation Study

Figure 17

Elevation/ Material studies
Elevation/Material study // Figure 19
Elevation study Figure 20
South Elevation  //  Figure 21
Design process

Study models // Figures 22-27
Study model of final design /// Figures 28-33
Preliminary bridge sketches /// Figures 34-38
Bridge plan studies // Figures 39-42
Framing plans of East building   ///   Figure 43
Perspectives of Entrance  //  Figures 45-46
Axonometric of East Building  ///  Figure 47
Upper level floor plan  Figure 48
Lower level floor plan /// Figure 49
Viewed in Section
West Elevation   ///   Figure 53
Section, Buildings and Bridge // Figure 55
Section C

Section D

Section C- West building,  Section D- East building   // Figure 57
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